NOW DISSOLVES SOAP SCUM ON CONTACT AND REMOVES RUST!

Highly concentrated, heavy duty acidic restoration cleaner that makes ceramic tile & grout look like new. Removes soap scum, hard water deposits, grout haze and efflorescence. Restore™ Acidic Cleaner breaks down even the toughest mineral-based stains and deposits.

PRODUCT BENEFITS:
- Removes soap scum on contact
- Removes rust
- Removes hard water stains
- Removes grout haze
- Removes efflorescence
- Use on porcelain and glass
- Use to etch marble and limestone
- Available in ready-to-use spray and concentrate.

Product Description | Size          | Product D-code for ordering
--------------------|---------------|-----------------------------
Restore™ Acidic Cleaner | 24 oz spray   | D12446999
                        | Quart         | D12614291
                        | Gallon        | D12447024

For more information about DuPont™ Restore™ Acidic Cleaner and our complete line of water based stone care products, please visit our web site at www.stonetechpro.com.
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